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The 1 258 ha Zacharovanyy kray WILDForest is partially  
embedded in the Zacharovanyy kray Wilderness and in  
Zacharovanyy kray National Nature Park, Ukraine. Ukraine 
contains many excellent examples of WILDForest. These well  
protected WILDForests in the Trans-Carpathian region represent 
the highest biodiversity of all of the Carpathian Mountains. Zach-
arovanyy kray WILDForest preserves the natural state of the beech 
forest in the central part of the Ukrainian Carpathian Mountains. 
Zacharovanyy kray WILDForest has been committed for several 
years to protect self-regulated nature. Recently, the park was add-
ed to the UNESCO World Heritage Site – Ancient and Primeval 
Beech Forests of the Carpathians and Other Regions of Europe.

European Wilderness Quality Standard Audit System
The 1 258 ha Zacharovanyy kray WILDForest was audited 
in 2015 and meets the Bronze Wilderness Quality Standard. 
A European Wilderness Quality Standard Renewal-Audit is 
scheduled for 2025. The WILDForest has the potential to be  
enlarged.

 

 
 

Zacharovanyy kray WILDForest, Ukraine

Wilderness information
Protected area Zacharovanyy kray National Nature 

Park
Wilderness Zacharovanyy kray WILDForest
Country Ukraine
Size of the  
protected area 6 101 ha

Size of the  
WILDForest 1 258 ha

First Audit 2015
Most Recent Audit 2015

Wilderness  
Uniqueness

Broadleaf beech forest and wild  
mountain creeks, old-growth beech 
forests, and peatbogs

Number of visitors 
per year to the 
protected area

approx. 2 000
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Zacharovanyy kray WILDForest / Ukraine

Biodiversity
Zacharovanyy kray WILDForest is located in the north-eastern 
corner of the Carpathians. The purpose of the Zacharovanyy 
kray National Nature Park is to protect the representative 
ecosystems and high biodiversity of the eastern Carpathian 
region. The WILDForest also has high aesthetic, scientific, educa-
tional, recreational and health improving values. Zacharovanyy 
kray WILDForest is a home to many species, some endemic and 
rare in the Carpathian Mountains, including newts, white-back 
woodpecker, beaver, red deer, wild boar, squirrel, and lynx.

Wilderness Tourism Experience 
Due to the strict protection of Zacharovanyy kray WILD-
Forest, visitors are not allowed to visit this area. Nevertheless,  
visitors have a wide range of opportunities in the park and can still 
enjoy the unique broadleaf beech forest. Several areas provide 
very similar experiences compared to the remote Zacharovanyy 
kray WILDForest. The Zacharovanyy kray National Nature Park 
has around 600 visitors annually, which is increasing yearly. The 
majority of visitors are locals or from within the region, who use 
areas mainly for picnics or short walks. There are very few hikers 
or campers who explore the park on their own.

Contact
Zacharovanyy kray WILDForest
Zacharovanyy kray National Nature Park
Partyzanska Str. 90130 Il’nytsya Village,  
Irshava Distr. Transcarpathian Reg. Ukraine
Phone: +380 3144 79002
Website: www.nppzk.info/kontakti.html
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European Wilderness Society 
Founded on more than 20 years of Wilderness work by our members, the European Wilderness Society is the only Pan-European, 
Wilderness and environmental advocacy non-profit, non-government organisation. 

It has a dedicated multi-cultural and experienced team of Wilderness and wildlife specialists, nature conservationists, researchers and 
scientists, tourism experts, marketing and business professionals, legal advisors and Wilderness advocates, whose mission is to: 

 X identify
 X designate
 X steward
 X promote

Europe’s last Wilderness, WILDCoasts, WILDForests, WILDIslands and WILDRivers. Here non-human intervention leads to open-ended, 
dynamic processes.

This is conveyed through a range of projects that facilitate Wilderness knowledge exchange, including education, culture and science, 
from local community through to scientific and governmental level.

European Wilderness Network 
The European Wilderness Network connects Europe’s wildest places. Certified by the European Wilderness Quality and Audit System, 
these unique areas host diverse wild ecosystems governed by dynamic open-ended processes, with no or minimum human-intervention. 
The Network includes, for example, Europe’s last primeval beech forests, the arctic tundra, and mountain landscapes in different climate 
conditions. It aims to promote Europe’s last Wilderness, WILDCoasts, WILDForests, WILDIslands and WILDRivers, with a comprehensive 
marketing strategy. The European Wilderness Network offers a platform to share Wilderness Stewardship best-practice examples and 
Wilderness research. It connects like-minded Wilderness managers and advocates and fosters the exchange of ideas and knowledge 
across Europe and the world through the European Wilderness Exchange Programme. 
For more information please see http://european-wilderness.network
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